Abstract. Viking Orbiter photography has revealed the importance of volcanism in the geologic evolution of the cratered terrain hemisphere (generally in the southern hemisphere) of Mars. Volcanic units in this region are classified morphologically into four major units: 1) Patera, comprising 2.37 x 10s kmZ (0.3% of the cratered terrain hemisphere), are large, low profile volcanic structures; some appear to be older shield volcanoes, others apparently represent a unique style of volcanism;
Introduction
Viking Orbiter systematic mapping has given new insight into the geologic evolution of the southern hemisphere of Mars. Although coverage is incomplete and of non-uniform quality, preliminary mapping has been completed for large parts of Mars. Mariner 9 results showed that most of the southern hemisphere of Mars is heavily cratered (termed the cratered terrain hemisphere, which makes up 55 percent of the martian surface), whereas much of the northern hemisphere has been extensively modified and resurfaced (Mutch et al., 1976 and references therein); moreover, most large martian craters have been extensively modified and the heavily cratered terrain seen on the Moon has no equivalent on Mars (Murray et al., 1971; Wilhelms, 1974) . Wilhelms (1974) suggested that extensive volcanism modified much of the ancient cratered terrain of Mars, producing smooth intercrater plains. Preliminary mapping of Viking images support this conclusion and provide details on the styles of volcanism that modified the cratered terrain.
Volcanic Units of the Cratered Terrain Hemisphere
The volcHic units of the cratered terrain hemisphere may be classified into four main morphologic types (Table 1) .
Patera Volcanic Units
The patera, of which Tyrrhena, Hadriaca, and Amphitrites are most prominent, occupy approximately 0.3 percent (237,000 kmZ) of the cratered terrain hemisphere. The various patera have been classified by morphology into four groups (Greeley et al., 1978) . Class I patera (similar to Thatsis-type shields) are rare in the cratered terrain, represented only by Apollinaris Patera, situated on the margin of the cratered terrain hemisphere. Class II patera, such as Tyrrhena Patera (Fig. 1) , are characterized by deeply incised channels that are radial to their central caldera. The radial channels may be either erosional or primary structures. Class III patera are modified impact craters (not volcanic) and have not been identified in the cratered terrain hemisphere. Class IV patera are very low profile distinctive volcanic structures typified by Alba Patera in the northern hemisphere. Amphittites Patera south of Hellas may fit into this class of structure. These constructs all lie stratigraphically above the martian intercrater plains (cratered plateau of Scott and Carr, 1978 are composed of a succession of individual lava flows. The close association of many of these "plains" volcanics with the larger patera attest to a prolonged volcanic evolution for these regions. A small structure interpreted as a possible dissected composite cone (Fig. 3) has recently been found and may be representative of others in regions for which only poor photographic coverage exists.
Flood-type Volcanic Units
Large parts of the plains in the cratered terrain hemisphere are characterized mostly by flow scarps and wrinkle ridges, typical of flood-type volcanism. These units are most extensive as basin fill materials that postdate early heavy bombardment and the more extensive intercrater plains, but may also occur in elevated areas (e.g., Hesperia Planurn) in association with older volcanic patera (Fig. 1) . These flood-lavas comprise about 4.7 percent (3.7 x 106 km2) of the cratered terrain hemisphere. Although wrinkle ridges and flow fronts are abundant in this unit, aeolian cover Wrinkle ridges are common and flow scarps of probable volcanic origin are present but are less abundant (Fig. 4) . Many of the plateau plains are closely associated with volcanic centers of the southern hemisphere. In the Amphittites Patera region the plateau plains appear to comprise the basal stratigraphic unit of the volcanic center. This unit is distinguished morphologically from the cratered terrain (hilly and cratered materials of Scott and Carr, 1978) which frequently displays fine-scale channeling usually absent on the plateau plains unit. Volcanic processes that modify the floors of impact craters on the Moon have been described in detail by Schultz (1976) . Martian craters of similar morphology were identified and mapped using Mariner 9 images (Schultz, 1977) ; additional craters have been discovered on Viking images (Fig. 5) , 1974) and extensively modified the ancient primordial crust. Flood volcanism, possibly accompanied by shield building episodes (e.g., patera) followed, was less extensive than earlier plateau plains volcanism and was important primarily during major basin filling. Flood-type flows are roughly correlative with the "cratered plains" units of Lunae Planum (Milton, 1975) . Although the patera display a wide range of ages, most appear to be contemporaneous with late state plateau plains and early flood volcanism. "Plains" style volcanism is the youngest recognized episode of volcanism in the cratered terrain hemisphere; "plains" volcanic centers are isolated, low volume units and confined to areas of previous volcanic activity. All volcanic units have been subjected to subsequent aeolian erosion.
